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Abstract: Dynamic waveguides are induced beneath the surface of
magnesium doped near-stoichiometric lithium tantalate bydeep UV light
at λ = 257 nm using the interband photorefractive effect. The waveguides
can be reconfigured in 10 ms at UV intensities of 100 mW/cm2. We
show the importance of the background illumination for the build-up of
dynamic optical waveguides. We also present a new fixing process of the
light-induced waveguide structures when the background light is absent.
These quasi-fixed structures with dark decay times of several days are due
to charges trapped in deep traps.
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1. Introduction

Optical waveguides are one of the fundamental building blocks for integrated optical applica-
tions and devices such as modulators, filters, switches and couplers [1]. In nonlinear optical
applications like harmonic generation or parametric mixing, guiding the light allows maintain-
ing a high intensity over a much longer interaction length leading to larger conversion effi-
ciencies as in bulk materials. There are many techniques forfabricating permanent waveguides
including ion in-diffusion, ion exchange, ion implantation, fs laser ablation, photolithography
and epitaxial thin film deposition. By using these techniques, a permanent change of the re-
fractive index in the waveguide region is obtained. This precludes an easy reconfiguration of
the waveguide structure. Recently, several techniques based on light-induced refractive index
chances in photorefractive materials have been developed [2, 3, 4, 5]. One of the advantage of
such optically induced waveguides is that they can be reconfigured solely by changing the light
illumination. For applications such as optical switching,optical routing or dynamic optical in-
terconnections, fast reconfigurable waveguides are required, which can be easily achieved with
the light induced techniques.

A promising material for frequency doubling[6, 7], electro-optics[8], long-persistent holo-
graphic storage[9] and interband photorefraction[10] is near-stoichiometric and/or Mg-doped
LiTaO3, that is transparent down to UV wavelengths nearλ = 260 nm. The advantage of this
material compared to the as-grown congruent LiTaO3 for the above mentioned applications
is the greatly reduced concentration of intrinsic trap levels that are responsible for the con-
ventional photorefractive effect.[6]−[10] We demonstrate here the fabrication of light-induced
waveguides in magnesium doped near-stoichiometric lithium tantalate (Mg:SLT). We first ap-
ply the light-induced technique that was previously used for KNbO3 [3], where the waveguides
were produced via interband photorefractive field screening in a biased crystal. The induced
waveguides in Mg:SLT are reconfigurable in a fast way using controlling light atλ = 257 nm,
with waveguide build-up times of 10 ms at UV intensities of 100 mW/cm2.

Recently, in Mg:SLT, a quasi-fixing of holographic gratingsnear the crystal surface was
observed using interband illumination [11, 12]. We investigate this quasi-fixing via interband
photorefractive measurements in the transverse geometry.We show that this fixing is due to
charges trapped in long-lifetime deep traps. We further demonstrate, that the same fixing ef-
fect can be used to obtain quasi-fixed waveguide structures in this material. Using such fixing
mechanism, in routing and switching applications, an optical interconnection can be maintained
without the need of any light illumination. When the connection is no longer required, it can be
deleted by simply illuminating the crystal homogeneously,allowing another new connection to
be established leading to a new waveguide structure.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Growth and preparation of Mg-doped near-stoichiometric LiTaO3

We used a magnesium doped near-stoichiometric LiTaO3 crystal (Mg:SLT) grown by one of
the coauthors. The crystal growth axis was alongc using a lithium-rich melt (LiO2:Ta2O5 =
58:42 as mole ratio) using the double crucible Czochralski method equipped with an automatic
powder supply system [13]. MgO was added into this Li-rich melt. The grown crystal was poled
by applying an electric field along thec-axis at a temperature higher than the Curie temperature
Tc = 694.3± 1◦C. The MgO concentration of the grown crystal was 1.0 mol% as determined by
Ion coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy. Thea andb surfaces and the edges of the crystal were
polished from both sides. On thec surfaces, silver-paste electrodes were painted for applying
the electric field. The crystal length along thea-axis (guiding direction) was 7.91 mm, and the
distance between the electrodes (c-axis) was 9.0 mm.
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Fig. 1. Simplified electric field and refractive index distribution in a photorefractive crystal
for the generation of light induced waveguides by band-to-band excitation:
a) Unperturbed state with refractive indexn0.
b) External fieldE0 decreases the refractive index homogeneously by∆n.
c) UV-excited charges screen the external field and produce a waveguide.

2.2. Light induced waveguides

In photoconducting electro-optic crystals reconfigurablewaveguides are produced by interband
photorefraction[3] as explained in the following and as illustrated in Fig. 1. A homogeneous
external electric fieldE that is applied to an electro-optic crystal induces a uniform change in
the refractive index:

∆n = −
n3

2
reffE, (1)

wherereff is the effective electro-optic coefficient for the chosen configuration andn the re-
fractive index for the corresponding wavelength and polarization. If a small portion of such a
biased photorefractive crystal is nonuniformly illuminated, free charge carriers are produced in
the bright regions, which screen the applied field due to charge transport and trapping in dark
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regions. As a result one gets a strongly reduced electric field in the bright regions, while in dark
regions the field is basically unchanged. Via the electro-optic effect, this field distribution gen-
erates the refractive index profile, where the refractive index in the dark regions is lowered by
∆n. Using a proper field direction and a suitable distribution of the illumination, light induced
waveguide structures can be generated in this way. By changing the illumination the waveguide
structure can be reconfigured.

By choosing light with photon energy larger than the band-gap energy of the material,
charges can be excited directly from one band to the other, i.e. by interband excitation[15].
This process is much more effective in terms of use of the incident photons with respect to a
conventional photorefractive effect, where the photoexcitation occurs from dopant or impurity
energy levels within the material band gap. In LiTaO3 interband excitation leads to three or-
ders of magnitude faster response compared to conventionaltrap-level excitation[10]. Due to
the strong light absorption at interband wavelengths (αz = 690± 40 cm−1 at λ = 257 nm in
Mg:SLT which was measured using a thin plate of thickness 100µm[14]), the screened regions
are just underneath the surface. Thus, the waveguides were probed directly beneath the surface,
which was possible due to sharp polished crystal edges.
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Fig. 2. Top (a) and front (b) views of the experimental set-up for producing light induced
waveguides (schematic). L1 and L2 are spherical lenses, CL1 and CL2 cylindrical lenses,
BS beam splitters, M mirror, U the applied voltage.

A schematic view of the experimental set-up to produce lightinduced waveguides is shown
in Fig. 2. An electric field of about 5.5 kV/cm was applied along thec-axis of the crystal using
silver painted electrodes. A mask with a slit width of 100µm was homogeneously illuminated
by 257 nm UV light polarized parallel to thec axis of the crystal. The UV light was provided by
an external cavity frequency doubling (WaveTrain, SpectraPhysics) of the output of an Ar-ion
laser (Innova 200 Coherent Inc.), producing continuous-wave laser radiation atλ = 257 nm with
a maximum output power of about 200 mW. The slit was then imaged by the cylindrical lens
CL2 ( f = 75 mm) onto theb surface of the crystal so that the imaged UV stripe had a width
of about 20µm along thec-axis and was aligned parallel to thea-axis. With a beamsplitter,
part of the UV light was separated and after rotating the polarization to avoid interference
and expanding the beam, used to homogeneously illuminate the crystal. This background light
produced a homogeneous conductivity that permitted a better definition of the narrow stripe
region where the external field was screened.
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The probe beam from a HeNe laser (633 nm) polarized along thec-axis of the crystal was
focused by a spherical lens L1 ( f = 80 mm) to a waist of 30µm at the entrance of the waveg-
uide. The exit of the waveguide was imaged by a lens L2 ( f = 30 mm) onto a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera and a photodiode. With the photodiode wemeasured the dynamics of
the waveguide while the CCD camera recorded the distribution of the output light. A pinhole
was put in front of the photodiode in order to detect the peak intensityI0 in the center of the
readout beam. This intensity increases if the beam is guidedin the center. The magnitude of the
detected intensityI0 is a measure of the total power located in the center and is approximately
inverse proportional to the waveguide widthd.

2.3. Holographic characterization

Light induced charge excitation and recombination processes in photorefractive materials,
which are relevant for our light induced waveguide experiments, can be investigated through
holographic diffraction experiments [15]. Two light beamsthat interfere in a photorefractive
crystal produce a space charge electric field due to charge excitation in bright regions and re-
combination in darker regions. This electric field induces arefractive index grating via the
electro-optic effect. In conventional photorefraction, charges are excited from mid band-gap
levels. When the photon energy of the interfering beams is larger than the band-gap energy of
the material, charges can be excited directly from one band to the other. This interband pho-
torefractive effect produces a holographic grating which,in a simplified way, consists of two
grating types [16]. Near the surface, where the writing intensity is higher, we obtain gratings
for that band-to-band recombination is dominant. At greater depth, where the light intensity is
smaller, recombination into traps dominates.

Interband photorefractive effects in Mg:SLT have been previously studied in longitudinal ge-
ometry, where the writing beam and the read-out beam enters the crystal from the same surface
[10] and the diffracted beam is a mixture of diffraction at different grating compositions along
the beam path. The depth structure of an interband photorefractive grating can be determined
in the transverse readout geometry, for that the read-out beam is propagating parallel to the
input surface of the recording beams. In this geometry, the read-out beam interacts over the
whole crystal length with the same grating composition. Therefore the diffraction efficiency,
which is defined as the ratio between diffracted and incidentlight intensities inside the crystal,
reflects the grating composition at the depth of propagationand was determined by measuring
the diffracted power after the crystal, taking into accountFresnel losses.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Depth profile of the interband grating in Mg:SLT

Figure 3 shows the result of a holographic measurement in Mg:SLT where the diffraction ef-
ficiency was measured for different depths of the readout beam. The grating was written with
two UV beams atλUV = 257 nm and probed with a HeNe-beam. The crystal orientationis
depicted on the right side of Fig. 3. The angle between the writing beams was 2θUV = 16.4◦

corresponding to a grating spacing ofΛ = λUV/(2sinθUV) = 0.9 µm. The grating was writ-
ten with a total UV intensity ofIUV = 250 mW/cm2 at the crystal surface. The regions of the
two different gratings can be distinguished due to the fact,that in LiTaO3 the trap-dominated
grating and the band-dominated grating are mutually phase shifted byπ[10, 12]. Therefore the
diffracted beams from the two different gratings interferedestructively, which gives rise to the
observed minimum of the efficiency profile (open squares in Fig. 3). The shaded areas in Fig. 3
show the dominant regions of the two gratings.

Quasi-fixing of holographic gratings at room temperature inMg:SLT was recently
reported[11, 12]. We measured the depth profile of this quasi-fixed grating after switching off
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Fig. 3. Left: Diffraction efficiencyη as a function of the depth of the readout beamd be-
neath the illuminated surface measured during recording of the grating (open squares) and
after blocking the UV writing beams (filled circles). The shaded regions indicate the inter-
band dominated grating (light shading) and the trap dominated grating (dark shading) as
explained in the text. One can clearly see, that the fixed grating is located at the depth of the
trap dominated grating. Right: Set-up and crystal orientation for diffraction measurements
in the transverse geometry.

both writing beams at the same time. The filled circles in Fig.3 show the measured diffraction
efficiency as a function of the depth of the read-out beam. Onecan clearly see that the location
of this fixed grating corresponds to the location of the trap dominated grating. This indicates
that charges excited by the high photon energy UV light are inthis region located in deep traps
with a longer lifetime and an energy level higher than the photon energy of the readout beam.
The lifetime in the dark was estimated to several days, whileunder permanent read-out with
He-Ne light, the fixed grating decayed within 10 hours. Homogeneous illumination with light
at lower wavelengths (λ . 360 nm) could excite the charges from these deep traps and destroy
the fixed structures. A fixing process was also observed in ourwaveguide experiments with
Mg:SLT which we will discuss in section 3.4.

3.2. Waveguide profile

In the light-induced waveguide experiment (Fig. 2), we firstmeasured the beam profile of the
read-out beam at the output surface of the crystal. The images are depicted in Fig. 4 for the
situations without(left) and with(right) UV stripe illumination. In both cases, an electric field
of about 5.5 kV/cm was applied and the crystal was illuminated with a uniform background
UV-light with an intensity of approximately 10 mW/cm2. The UV stripe had an intensity of
about 200 mW/cm2. In absence of the UV stripe, the natural diffraction of the probe beam was
observed, which expands to a full width half maximum (FWHM) ofabout 70µm (left-hand
side). On the right-hand side of Fig. 4, one can clearly distinguish, that the UV stripe produced
a waveguide in which the red probe beam was guided. The FWHM of the intensity distribution
of the guided waveguide mode was about 17µm. The central beam profile along the orthogonal
axis was not significantly affected by the UV stripe.

The refractive index change for the guided He-Ne light, induced by the UV stripe, can be
calculated using Eq. (1). With the refractive indicesn2 = 2.177 andn3 = 2.175, the electro-optic
coefficientsr13 = 8 pm/V andr33 = 31 pm/V [8], and the electric fieldE3 = 5.5 kV/cm, the
induced refractive index changes are∆n2 = −2.3×10−5 and∆n3 = −8.8×10−5 for the two
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Fig. 4. Top, CCD images of the intensity distribution of the He-Ne probe beamat the exit
face of the biased crystal. Bottom, one dimensional beam profiles along the white dashed
arrows. The left-side images correspond to the situation with UV illumination off, while
for the right side images the UV illumination was on.

polarizations respectively.
We approximate our waveguide with a step-profile planar waveguide. The width of this

waveguide corresponds to the width of the imaged UV stripe and wasd = 20 µm along the
c-axis. With our read-out beam, which is polarized in thec direction, we can excite only TM
modes. For this simplified model, the total number of guided TM modes can be calculated with
the cutoff condition for theN-th mode(N=1,2,3,...)[17]

(N−1)
π
2

= k
d
2

n2

n3

√

n2
3− n̄2

3 ≡V, (2)

wheren2 andn3 are the refractive indices for light polarized in theb andc direction inside
the waveguide (core). The parameters with an overbar belongto the quantities describing the
cladding (n̄i = ni +∆ni). The symbold represents the waveguide width andk the wavenumber
of the probe beam in vacuum.

Applying our values into Eq. (2) we find, that the first two modes should be guided.
The intensity distribution inside the waveguide of the fundamental mode TM0 of such a

waveguide can be described by

I(z) = I0cos2(κz) z∈ [−d/2,d/2] (3)

whereκ is the solution of the eigenvalue equation for TM modes[17]

tan

(

κd
2

)

=
n2n3

n̄2n̄3

√

(

2V
κd

)2

−1. (4)

From Eq. (3) the full width half maximum of the intensity distribution can be calculated as

WFWHM =
π
2κ

(5)
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Inserting our parameters in the above equations, the fundamental mode TM0 of our waveguide
is expected to have a width ofWFWHM = 15 µm, which is in excellent agreement with the
measurement.

3.3. Waveguide dynamics

The build-up (τb) and decay times (τd) of the waveguide structures were determined by opening
and closing the UV controlling light. During both processes, the crystal was illuminated with
homogeneous background UV light. The times were determinedby measuring the transmission
of the probe beam through a small pinhole with diameter of about 100µm in the image plane
of lens L2 as shown in Fig. 2a. The transmission through the pinhole washigh only if the He-
Ne beam was guided inside the crystal and the observed time constants in the transmission
dynamics reflect those of the waveguide build-up and decay processes. The build-up of the
waveguide structure is therefore characterized by the build-up of the monitored intensity, which
can be described with a semi-heuristic double exponential function of the form

I = I1(1−e−t/τ1)+ I2(1−e−t/τ2). (6)

A similar expression describes the decay of the waveguide structure. The fast componentI1
carried about 80% of the intensity and was about one order of magnitude faster than the slow
componentI2. Fig. 5a shows the fast component of the waveguide formationand decay pro-
cesses as a function of the controlling UV-intensity.

The build-up time (τb) is the time needed for screening the applied electric field,which is
attained by moving charges out of the illuminated region andforming a space-charge field
pointing against the initially applied field. In the first approximation the response scales with
the dielectric response time

τb =
εε0

σph
=

εε0

eµen+eµhp
, (7)

whereε is the low-frequency dielectric constant,ε0 is the permittivity of free space,σph is the
photoconductivity induced by the UV illumination, defined by the mobilitesµe andµh and the
densitiesn and p of free electrons and holes respectively, ande is the elementary charge. Eq.
(7) allows to estimate the induced photoconductivity with the measured build-up times. At UV
intensities of 10 mW/cm2 we get a photoconductivity of aboutσph = 10−8(Ωm)−1. This is the
same order of magnitude as the photoconductivity measured in undoped near-stoichiometric
LiTaO3 (σph = 3×10−8(Ωm)−1) [10].

For higher writing intensities, more mobile charge carriers are excited which screen the ap-
plied electric field and the screening becomes faster. For band-to-band excitation, the charge
densitiesn andp are equal and grow with the square root of the light intensity[15]. According
to Eq. (7), the build-up times are then inverse proportionalto the square root of the controlling
UV light intensityτb ∝ (IUV)−0.5. Our measured build-up times show also this proportionality
as shown in Fig. 5a by the solid line. Therefore, we conclude that the main process for inducing
the mobile charge carriers is the interband photorefractive effect where the charges are excited
directly from one band into the other by the illumination.

The build-up time at UV intensities of 100 mW/cm2 was about 10 ms. This is one order of
magnitude slower than the build-up of light-induced waveguides in KNbO3 at λ = 364 nm for
the same intensity. The absorption constant of KNbO3 at that wavelength isαz = 540 cm−1,
which is comparable to the absorption constantαz = 690 cm−1 in Mg:SLT at 257 nm [3].

In Mg:SLT the decay times are approximately constant for allUV intensities of the con-
trolling light in contrast to KNbO3 where an increase of the decay times was observed [3].
The decay timeτd depends only on the background intensity. Fig. 5b shows the fast decay
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Fig. 5. a) Build-up times (τb) and decay times (τd) of the light induced waveguides as
defined in Eq. (6) for different controlling UV-intensities at the crystal surface. During the
decay the crystal was still illuminated with the background UV light ofIBKG = 7 mW/cm2.
b) Decay times for different background UV intensities for a fixed controlling light intensity
IUV = 100 mW/cm2.

times for different background intensities for controlling intensity of about 100 mW/cm2. We
found that the decay time is inverse proportional to the square root of the background intensity
(τd ∝ I−0.5

BKG). This time dependence can be explained by the fact that the waveguide structures
are deleted by the uniform background UV light and that the main process again is the interband
photorefractive effect.

3.4. Quasi-fixing of waveguides and double waveguides

An interesting effect was observed without illuminating the crystal with the UV background
light, as illustrated in Fig. 6. On the top of Fig. 6 the signalmonitored by the photodiode is
shown. We distinguish six processes (a) to (f) that are indicated with dashed arrows in the top
of Fig. 6, and schematically presented with the refractive index/electric field profiles on the
bottom of Fig. 6. These 6 processes are the following:
(a) Initial state: After applying an electric field of about 5.5 kV/cm. The refractive index
decreased uniformly over the whole crystal according to Eq.(1).
(b) Waveguide build-up and quasi-fixing:When illuminating the crystal with the UV stripe,
the applied electric field is screened by the photoexcited charge carriers, changing the refractive
index back to its original value in the illuminated region and a waveguide was formed as the-
oretically expected. If we blocked the UV controlling light, the waveguides remained partially
stable. We attribute this behaviour to the same mechanism responsible for the formation of the
quasi-fixed holographic grating discussed in section 3.1. Beyond the edges of the UV stripe,
the UV light intensity is weak, therefore the charges can reside in deep traps. The evolution
of the quasi-fixed waveguide under continuous readout is shown in Fig. 7a. The fixed structure
was stable in the dark over several days, while it decayed under permanent readout with He-
Ne light within 10 hours, similar to the decay of the quasi-fixed photorefractive gratings. The
fixed structures could be deleted by homogeneous illumination with lower wavelength light
(λ . 360 nm). This explains why this fixing was not observed when using the background light
with wavelengthλ = 257 nm.
(c) Widening of the structure: Provided that the crystal is illuminated with the controlling
UV stripe further on and the background UV illumination is still absent, the waveguide can
widen until roughly the point where the photoconductivity induced by the controlling beam
equals the dark conductivity of the material. If the dark conductivity is very weak, as is the
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Fig. 6. Top: Peak intensity of the read-out beam at the crystal output surface as a function of
time showing the dynamics of waveguide formation in Mg:SLT when the background UV
illumination was absent. Bottom: Schematic illustration of the processes (a)-(f) responsible
for the observed dynamics. The solid lines represent the change of index profile n, the
dashed lines the electric fieldE. The thin lines indicaten = n0 andE = 0, which are the
initial values. The dotted arrows point towards the direction of the electric field, while the
solid arrows indicate the enlargement direction of the structure. Detailed explanations of
the processes (a) to (f) are given in the text.
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case for LiTaO3 (σdark = 1.5×10−15Ω−1cm−1)[10], already a weak stray light can contribute
to a strong widening of the photoinduced waveguide structure. Due to this widening, the probe
beam was not guided anymore, which is indicated by a decreaseof the monitored signal at the
photodiode. Since the widening was induced by week stray light, this process was much slower
than the build-up of the waveguide. In the case of the presence of background illumination, the
widening is avoided due to the artificial increase of the homogeneous background conductivity.
(d) Quasi-fixed space-charge field:When the UV controlling light is blocked, the index pro-
file does not change, it remains quasi-fixed due to charges trapped in deep traps as explained
before at stage (b). These charges generate a space charge field that screens the applied field
E0. Therefore, by switching off the applied electric field, this space charge field remains and
the refractive index profile increases by∆n over the whole crystal. The increase of the signal
in Fig. 6 after blocking the UV controlling light can be explained by an UV induced small
reversible change of the absorption constant at visible wavelengths in photorefractive crystals,
known as light induced absorption[9, 10].
(e) Double waveguide:By again illuminating with the UV stripe, mobile charges areproduced
which screen the remained(fixed) electric field. Following the space charge field, also the re-
fractive index decreases to its original valuen0 in the screened regions. This screening is fast
in the center, forming a double waveguide (Fig. 7b), and slower in adjacent regions due to the
similar process as described at stage (c). The build-up and decay times of this double waveg-
uide with no external electric field were approximately the same as the build-up and decay of
the initial waveguide.
(f) Screening of the fixed structure:After some time, the fixed space-charge electric field was
completely screened and the refractive index changed back to the initial valuen0.
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Fig. 7. a) In absence of the UV background illumination, we obtained a quasi fixed waveg-
uide after switching off the UV controlling light just after the build-up at stage(b) of Fig. 7.
The figure shows the evolution of the quasi-fixed waveguide under continuous readout. b)
Beam profile of the probe light exiting the double waveguide that we obtainedwhen switch-
ing off the UV contolling light after the fast screening at stage (e) of Fig. 7.

4. Conclusions

For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, light inducedwaveguides by interband pho-
torefraction were produced in magnesium doped near-stoichiometric lithium tantalate. Guiding
of the light was demonstrated for a 633 nm He-Ne probe beam with recording times of 10 ms
at UV intensities of 100 mW/cm2. The influence of the background illumination on the fast
reconfigurable waveguides was demonstrated and a new fixing of the waveguide structures has
been discovered: When the background UV illumination was absent, the waveguide structures
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remained fixed as soon as the controlling UV beam was blocked.
In Mg:SLT we also demonstrated fixing of holographic gratings, which we further investi-

gated by means of interband photorefractive measurements in the transverse read-out geome-
try. We have shown, that the fixed structures were due to charges trapped in long-lifetime deep
traps. The dark decay times were determined to be several days, while under permanent strong
readout at 633 nm the structures decayed within 10 hours. Thefixed grating and waveguiding
structures could be deleted by illuminating the crystal homogeneously with light at wavelengths
below 360 nm, in particular by the homogeneous UV backgroundillumination.
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